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SATELLITE DICEST

JUNE 1s .1984

A POSITIVE STEP . . .
Late in April as I was attempting to edit into a

coherent piece some videotape that we shot in Sri
Lanka last fall, it occurred to me that this industry
would be celebrating its'Fifth Birthday'soon; Octo-
ber 18, 1979 to be exact. There are those who may
wonder how an industry like TVRO could have a
birthday, much less establish a specific date for that
birthday. So please allow me to explain.

When I installed my first home TVRO, in the sum-
mer of 1976, and went to the FCC for a 'l icense' for
that TVRO, I was the first to ever do so. "We have no
guidel ines to al low us to l icense a PRIVATE
TVRO," they told me. We looked down deeper into
the rules and found a section that allowed the FCC to
grant an experimental license, for one year at a time.
"l' l l take that one . . ." said l. Sometimes you have
to take what you can get.

FCC licensing of TVROs was 'mandatory' back in
1976. I thought that was foolish and in 1978 | took my
concerns to Congress. I appeared before a pair of
sub-committees and stated my case. I saw no reason
why the FCC's 1934 rules requir ing l icensing of
microwave systems should include l icensing re-
ceive-only (i.e. TeleVision Receive Only, or, TVRO)
terminals. A receive-only terminal didn't generate
any interference (single conversion receivers had
notthen been invented!), and there were few other
good arguments for licensing.

The House sub-committee agreed with me
and instructed the FCC to eliminate that rule. ln
the fal l  of  1979 they did so. On October 18, '1979, the
FCCtdecided it would no longer require licenses for'TVRO'terminals.  From that date onward, you could

sell and install and operate such terminals without a
l icense; not unl ike simply st icking up a TV antenna on
your house and tuning in the local channels.  l f  there
was a single date when this industry 'began,' that
was the date and naturally I am proud that I got this
rule change started by taking the case to Congress.

The last year, within the industry, has been a
series of 'h ighs'and ' lows. 'We have been high when
equipment sales have gone up and up and up; we
have been low when our own internal growth has set
friend against friend.

So I decided we should have a party; a full
industry'party' where everyone can participate, com-
municate, and try to become 'friends' again. Hey, we
are al l  in this TOGETHER and we need to pul l
together rather than pulling apart.

To make the 'party'work, I have begun arrange-
ments for a September 4th event during the STTI/
SPACE trade show. I have also begun arrangements
for a special two-hour satellite telecast for the even-
ing of October 18th (the start of our sixth year), and, I
am bringing out a 200/250 page edition of CSD on
October 1st. I have also done a few other things to'br ing us al l  BACK together '  and wi l l  explain them in
the  Ju ly  1s t  CSD.

Packed with your CSD/2 this month is a special
10 page insert ;  i t  explains what this is al l  about.  I  urge
you to read it, and then do something about your
own participation in the 'birthday event.' We ALL
need to come together as a whole industry and this is
the event,  and the t ime. I 'm count ing on you to join
me in al l  of  the fest iv i t ies, and in making the Nashvi l le
show the biggest AND best this industry has ever
he ld !
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SPACE BOARD Meets/June 05
SPACE's Board met June 5th, Chicago, during CES to continue hammering away at the Chuck Hewitt  agenda. They decided:
1) Reconfigure the board to 12 pioneers,6 distr ibutors,6 dealers, 1 SMATV reps, no more consumers:
2) Close al l  future meetings to publ ic and press (Johnson, Dushane voting to keep meetings open);
3) Empower Bob Behar to create a 'dealer survey' and Hewitt to send it out to dealer members.
Budget, major item, was not resolved.

cooP's
SATELLITE
DIGEST L\4f

/ ;  
-  -  
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,CSD/2 - Coop's Satell i te Digesl published monthly by West Indies Video, Ltd., a
Turks and Caicos Corporation with corporale offices located at Grace Bay, pro-
videnciales, Turks and Caicos lslands, BWl. Sales and subscription ofl ices main-
tained at Fort Lauderdale, Florida (P.O. Box 100858, Ft. Lauderdale, F|.33310;
telephone 305/771-0505 weekdays between I AM and 4 pM eastern time).
CSD/2 is issued on lhe 1 5th of each month as the mid-month comDanion to CSD
i4agazine, which since October of 1 979 has p.ovided TVRO deaters, distributors
and OEMs with news of and by the induslry. CSD,'2 is sent AlFlmailto ail subscrjbers
to CSD within the USA plus selecled dealers and distributors outside the USA.
CSD/2 is also sent lo all 'Dealer Members ot SPACE,'the internationat lrade
organazation lor the TVBO industry. Subscription rates lo CSD + CSDi2 are 975 per
year, AlFlmail, within the USA and where U.S. zip codes apply; $05 per year In
Canada and Mexico, $100 per year (in U.S. lunds) elsewhere. Entire contents
copyright .9 1 984/5 by West Indies Video, Ltd.; Flobert 8., Susan T., Tasha A. and
Kevin P. Cooper. West Indies Video, Ltd. is a Pioneer Member ot SPACE.
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RECEIVERS

CAYSON ELECTRONICS, Inc. (Rt. 3, Box 160, Futton, Ms.
38843; 800/892-4916) has introduced their model 2001 Centurion
satel l i te receiver. According to Cayson, what is 'unique' about the
receiver are five separate push in/pull out circuit boards for modular
circuit  replacement by the f ield technician, should a receiver problem
develop. The receiver includes a signal strength meier, audio sub-
carr ier tuning, and polari ty control.

CAYSON Centurion 2001 receiver

FANON, Inc. (15300 San Fernando Mission Blvd., Mission Hil ls,
Ca. 91345; 818/365-2531) has announced i ts entry into the TVRO
receiver f ield. Two models wil l  be avai lable; the Fansat 2500 deluxe
and the 1 500 'economy' version. The 2500 has a 24 channel detent
tuner, automatic polari ty switching, LED channel indicator, scan mode
tuning, video f ine tuning, preset and variable audio tuning, and an AFC
on/off switch. A pair of meters (center tuning and signal level) are on
the front panel. The 1500 model has detent tuning. Both units employ
a single conversion (70 MHz) lF. An optional remote control (SRC-1)
is avai lable for the 2500 unit using infrared control circuits. Fanon has
been a producer of audio and intercom systems for more than 40
years.

Mf CRODYNE CORPORATION (P.O. Box 7213,Ocala,Fl.32672;
904/687-4633) has introduced a new receiver designed specifically
for use in the Canadian 4 plus 12 GHz 'combo markets. '  Their model
1 100 DCR-12C receiver is married to their model 1 100 BDC-12 block
down conversion downconverter to provide switch-selected C-band
or Ku-band reception. The 1100 BDC mounts direct ly to the antenna
feed, provides a block output in the 270-770 MHz range (compatible
with present Scientific-Atlanta BDC systems or AVCOM). The equip-
ment was tirst shown at the Canadian Cable Television Association
show in Ottawa June 11th.

MICRODYNE TWO-BAND receiving system

SAT-TEC Sales, lnc. (2575 Eaird Rd., Penfield, New York 14526:
71 6/586-3950) has announced their model SR-8000 block downcon-
version receiver. The receiver employs a 'unique' 300 MHz PLL

NEW ) WINEGARD

PRODUCTS/ 
4\ RC.TOOO'PTO'

SERVICES/
EVENTS

sRs'Cl ip Art '

demodulator with fully synthesized tuning for both audio and video.
This (commercial grade) rack mounting receiver also teatures fully
tunable audio from 5.0 to 8.0 MHz. lt mates with model DC-3240 HS
dielectrically frequency stabilized downconverter and is designed for
unattended 'hands off' operalion in CATV and SMATV applications.
The unit is oroduced in the United States.

SAT-TEC SR-8000 commercial grade BDC receiver

TAI FONG ELECTRIC (P.O. Box 698, Taipei,  Republic Of China/
Taiwan; (02) 7116325) has completed design and tooling for three
new TVRO receivers which they are scheduled to start delivery on in
October. Their Model TFS-240 is a single conversion receiver with
f ixed and variable audio tuning (5.4 to 8.1 MHz), crystal control led
modulalor (channel 3 or 4, selectable), detent channel or optional
infrared control, digital LED displays, electronic polarity adjustment
and AFC. The downconverter (single conversion) has a 1 5 dB (nomin-
al) noise f igure with a 14 to 18 VDC supply voltage and a tuning
vollage supplied through the coaxial (RG-59/U) cable.

Their model TFS-240R has similar specifications but adds the
infrared remote control function as well.

Finally, their model TFS-643 is a dual conversion, BDC receiver
with a first lF of .9 to 1 .4 GHz and a second lF of 70 MHz. There are 12
push buttons with vertical and horizontal switching, two fixed audio
channels (6.2 and 6.8 MHz), crystal control led RF output on channel 3
or 4 or baseband video and audio. The unit is rack mounting. A
demodulator threshold of 8 dB carrier to noise is claimed for static
video.

' ] ! ' ! t ; f . * ! ; {q , ; r .n ! . . : . . : . ' .a

TFS-643 from TAI-FONG

WINEGARD COMPANY (3000 Kirkwood St.,  P.O. Box 1007,
Burl ington, lowa 52601 ; 319/753-01 21 ) has announced a commercial
version TVRO receiver at a price which they report is '60% of the cost'
of most high-end receivers. Their model RC-7000 receiver is a block
downconversion unit with their model CV-7000 block downconverter
with a crystal controlled, synthesized, phased-lock-loop approach.
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The receiver's f irst lF is 1 . 14 to 1 .64 GHz. Fbur sub-carrier 'Dre-sets'

are buillin and the receiver has an lF loop{hrough capability. The
rack mounting unit requires 3.5 inches oJ vertical space and with
downconverter carr ies a price of $1,128.50 with quanti ty discounts
avai lable.

WINEGARD RC-7000 reduces high-end costs

DISTRIBUTOR NEWS
CHIEF INDUSTRlES (West Highway 30, Grand lsland, Nebraska

68801 ; 308/382-8820) has entered the TVRO marketplace olfering'total packaged systems'to dealers. The company is offering dishes in
both the 8 and 10 foot size, with a range of electronics from 'basic' to'deluxe. '

MISAT SATELLITE CORPORATION (2000 Barnes St., Penticon,
BC, Canada VSA 4C3; 604/493-7168) is a new distributor operation
lounded by former principals in the Microlinc corporation. Orin Beebe
and Trevor Clarke, most recently associated with the Wespercom
Group, Ltd. have severed their relationship with Wespercom and are
now operating as Misat.

PEGASUS SATELLITE TECHNOLOGIES of Nashvi l le (1865
Air lane Drive, Suite 4, Nashvi l le, Tn. 37210: 1-800-621-TVRO in
Tennessee or 1 -800-522-TVRO outside of Tennessee) has become a
Master Distributor for Luxor North America. Their region includes the
West/South Central and East/South Central portions oJ the country.
Warranty service will be maintained from the Nashville facility.

Al a recenl SATCO U.S.A. dealer seminar attended by approx-
imately 500 TVRO dealers, Bob Hahn of Draco Laboratories, Inc.
(Grafton, Wi.) presented a DRACO Model Aimer IITVRO dish control
to Jackie Standiford of Standiford C.B. Sales following a drawing. The
folks at DRACO report sales on their Aimer ll oroduct have increased'ten fold' in recent weeks.

DAVE CROSIER (SATCO, U.S.A.), Jackie Standiford, and Bob
Hahn of Draco.

SATELLITE DEALER SUPPLY, lNC. (690 Lindberg Drive,
Beaumont, Texas 77707;409/842-0954) has added an additional
4,200 square feet to their warehouse space to better serve the market
region around southeastern Texas and southwestern Louisiana. SDS

is a member of the International Satellite Distributor Association and
handles Chaparral,  Winegard, Uniden, Cali lornia Ampli l ier, Automa-
t ion Techniques, Pi lant Manufacturing, Stardish and Vidare equip-
ment as a 'Master Distr ibutor. '

SATELLITE VIDEO SERVICES (RR# 1, Box 85-S, Paul Sax
Road, Catskill, New York 12414;5181678-9581 ) has announced an
expanded dealer training seminar schedule for the Luxor drives and
receivers, block downconversion systems, SMATV systems and the
Intersat lQ-160 receiver system. Classes are now held on Wednes-
days with repeat classes for basic installation lechniques on the third
Saturday of each month. Emphasis is on installation techniques and
trouble shooting. There is no charge for the seminar sessions.

DEALER AIDS
AMERICAN HOMESAT ASSOCIATION (P.O.  Box  25326,

Tempe, Az. 85282) has been formed as the 'first international con-
sumer organization' for home TVRO 'enthusiasts.' For a fee of $1 5 per
year, AHA founder John Stover will provide members with a monthly
'newsletter,' free consultation for business or technical questions,
'periodic discounts on equipment and services.'

AVANTEK, lNC. (31 75 Bowers Avenue, Santa Clara, Ca. 95051 ;
4081727-0700, extension 2168) has announced a plug-in module for
their model A81000/2000'Simulchannel '  TVRO receivers. The AIC-
2000 interference canceller plugs into the AR1000 or AR2000 receiv-
er mainframe and is designed to cancel interfering carriers by a
minimum of 20 dB each. The system functions by phase comparison
and cancellation, requiring a small, secondary antenna pointed AT the
interference source.

{
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AVANTEK AIC-2000 Interference cancel module

REGENCY ELECTRONICS, lNC. (7707 Records Srreet, Indiana-
polis, In. 46229;317/545-4281) has introduced their modet VDS 5000
electronic video switcher which is capable of routing up to four sepa-
rate video inputs to each of its two outputs. Connectors are 'F'type,
LED indicators tell you 'where you are,' and an AC supply is buiit in.
List price is $l19.95.

SATELLITE RECEPTION SERVICES (145 N. Columbus Rd.,
Athens, Ohio 45701 ; 1 -800-592-1956 nationally, 1 -800-592-1 957 in
Ohio) has introduced a'TVRO Clip-Art Book'torTVRO dealers. The
book contains dozens of pages of 'line drawings'and custom TVRO

PRODUCTS/continues on page 27
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L O O K C A R E F U L L Y . . .
Included with your
C S D / 2 i s . , .

A 1O PAGE BROCHURE WITH IMPORTANT INFORMATION
FOR ALL TVRO DEALERS!
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REVIEW
REVIEW

sTs MBS-SR -'l5H

RECEIVER SYSTEM
The recently introduced Satellite Television Technology Services,

Inc. (2310-12 Millpark Drive, Maryland Heights, Mo. 63043; 314/
423-5560) model MBS-SR receiver has attracted a considerable
amount of altention, perhaps due to the uncertain legal status caused
by a suit filed by Luxor and Magnum Microwave. STS was originally
the importer into North America for the Luxor units. STS did an
admirable job introducing the Swedish built receiver package, estab-
lishing a distribution system which was the envy of many. Earlier this
year STS and/or Luxor decided that the relationship between the two
firms should not be renewed. Luxor has subsequently established its
own distribution system, in concert with their downconverter supplier
Magnum Microwave.

STS, meanwhile, was not about to leave the business. Going to
Japan, they contracted with the Kyocera people and by early March
were ready to introduce an infrared-remote controlled TVRO receiver
which had the expansion ability to also control the dish movements as
well. Thefirstof the Model MBS-SR receiverswere readyfordisplayat
the March SPACE show but their public showing was stopped when
Luxor/Magnum obtained a court order preventing the unveiling. Luxor/
Magnum convinced the court that there might be merit to their charge
that the MBS package was 'identical, or, the functional equivalent' ol
the Luxor. And the Swedish manufacturer maintained to the court that
STS had lumped into the TVRO receiver business 'using information it
had obtained while representing Luxor.'

Subsequently the court decided that while a'speedy trial' was
desirable, considerable financial damage might result if STS was
prevented from distributing the receivers which it had contracted for
with Japan's Kyocera. Which brings us to the present; STS is in the
marketplace with the receiver which they have been advertising for
several months and the first units have made their wav from distributor
to dealer hands.

BASICS
The STS-SR is a single conversion receiver with an outdoor

downconverter which is connected to the indoor demodulator/control
unit with a'Siamese' (twin RG-59/U) cable configuration. The down-
converter appears to be well sealed although the 'F' fittings on the
output (and powering) side do not appear to be water/weather proof
(most are not sealed against moisture although this lS a desirable
feature).

The indoor demodulator has the lollowing functions:
1) Signal strength metering (scaled from 0 to 5);
2) Video tuning (a pair of push buttons which allows you to fine

tune the center tuning of the individual channel, through a
voltage change to the downconverter);

3) A store position for video fine tuning (once you have properly
center tuned the individual transponder, you prish 'store' and
the unit will then 'remember' that voltage and setting);

4) Audio mode indicators and tuning (the receiver is capable of
monoaural audio, multiplex audio, matrix audio or discrele
audio; there are twin NE564 phase lock loop audio demodula-

tor circuits to allow independent tuning for discrete carriers);
5) Audio narrow and wideband selection (at the extremes, The

Nashville Network will be found deviating by as much as 800
kHz - and THAT lS wide - while some of the cable music
services on F3Rs TR6 are as narrow as 35 kHz - and THAT lS
narrow!);

6) Interfacing with either the Chaparral or the Omni-Spectra mov-
ing-probe polarization systems;

7) Manual selection of odd or even polarization (a Westar/Galaxy
versus Satcom polarization 'mode'reversal switch appears on
the rear panel of the receiver propefl;

8) An intricate LEDbar display system which tells the user which
audio mode has been selected, which audio channel(s) is in
use, the audio tunable or pre-selected mode - as selected -
and the transponder number selected.

On the rear panel we have the following controls or connection
ooinls:

1) Scan tune or manual/remote control tuning;
2) Twin audio outputs, for stereo service;
3) Channel 3 OR 4 RF modulator output selection switch;
4) Mono (combined) audio output (F fitting);
5) RF output;
6) Video oulput (F fitting);
7) +18 volt  DC output (to go to the downconverter via the

'Siamese' cable);
8) Three outputs related to the polarization control system (pulse,

+ 5 VDC, ground) and an external output for the receiver's
AGC signal voltage, to allow external metering on an external

STS MBS-SR front panel is designed
consumer eye.

to catch, and hold, the
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REAR PANEL provides all of the expected control connection

display meter;
9) The lF input, from the downconverter, at 70 MHz (F f i t t ing).

OPERATION
STS has designed the system so that it will be used primarily with

the handheld remote control unit .  The handheld unit al lows the user
(after the receiver has been pre-programmed) to do the following:

1) Select the desired transponder;
2) Select odd or even transponder polarization;
3) Fine tuning of the polarization system (strangely spelled "Po-

larotEr" on the handheld unit):
4) Video f ine tuning;
5) Audio tuning for both channels (one and two);
6) Volume control.
With the oplional dish controlling system package (Model MBS-

AA) the remote control will also move the dish to pre-determined
satellite locations. The package is designed to be complete, or 'ex-

pandable-to-complele' in the field by the dealer.

DESIGN Briefs
Reflect ing the latest trend in Japanese engineering, the inside of

the MBS-SR looks 'empty' by comparison to receivers designed a
year or more ago. The present Japanese mentality is to take out as
many discrete parts (resistors, capacitors, transistors) as possible,
replacing them with lC or other'single package'devices. The 70 MHz
lF str ip, for example no longer looks l ike an lF str ip. There are none of
the usual tuning adjustments; a saw t i l ter establ ishes the lF bandwidth
(the manual claims i t  is 27 MHz wide a3 dB, although the same
manual claims the 'FM threshold' is measured in a 30 MHz band-
width).

The demodulator (discriminator circuit) is the now famil iar coaxial

INSIDE the MBS-SR there is
design.

a 'shortage' of discrete parts by

points.

cable delay l ine approach. A pair of l ines exit ing out ol the center of the
board wander to the rear, and dangle; making up the detector circuit.

The modulator is a stock (Japanese) VCR modulator mounted at
the rear ol the board. The only discrete parts evident on the board are
associated with the power supply, and the audio portion of the system
(afler the twin NE564 PLL audio demod units).

PERFORMANCE
The MBS-SR package appears to be user triendly, although the

dealer installing the system may require some practice to get the hang
of ini t ial  set-up. The unit comes out of the box requir ing transponder
al ignment and while there is nothing unusual about the procedure,
there is a time requirement here. Because the power supply, current
regulators and associated heat generating circuits are co-located on
the left  hand side of the chassis, there is a fair amount of heat bui ld-up
in this region of the receiver. Without extensive (i.e. long term) testing
the danger level of heat build-up cannot be determined.

Picture performance is at best 'medium grade'; a result of a not
total canceling of the annoying 30 Hz flicker caused by the energy
dispersal wave form and a 'pumping' of the video on solid, bright
colors (such as red or light blue). STS makes an especially interesting
claim for their 'FM threshold. '  For the uninit iated, FM threshold is the
measurement point where the receiver is expected to provide spark-
lie-free reception. Unfortunately, the industry has never adopted any
standards in lhis area (nor any other measurement area either). In the
big-buck commercial world, threshold means the point where the
output video signal-to-noise ratio 'deviates from'the input carrier to
noise rat io by a non-l inear function. That is, i f  the CNR drops 1 dB, as
long as the video SNR also drops 1 dB, you have not yet reached the
threshold point. When you attain a CNR level where 1 dB drop in level
results in a SNR drop of greater than 1 dB, you have just passed the'threshold. '  This measurement can be done on moving video ( i .e.
programming material) or static video (i.e. a color bar test pattern).
The static video, if the signal is a color bar, is the toughest test of all
and there may be as much as 2 dB difference in the threshold point
when you measure this function point first using moving video, and
then static video.

The STS claim is that you will have a 50 dB signal to noise ratio
(weighted) when you have an input of 14 dB CNR. They make a
specific threshold claim that the threshold point will appear at "less

than 7.0 dB CNR." In the real world, you instal l  a low noise device
(LNA) in front of the downconverter and hope that the combined low
noise plus gain of the LNA will override the noise temperature of the
downconverter. While it is theoretically possible for an LNA to over-
come an exceptionally noisy downconverter, in the real world this is
very difficult to do. The end result is that if you have a high noise tigure
on the downconverter, you are also apt to have grainy pictures;
perhaps in a severe case even sparklie pictures (grain and sparklie
level being two separate measurement criteria for receiver sensitivity
and performance).

Using a Hewlett Packard 8970A Noise Figure (test) Meter sys-
tem, we measured the performance of the MBS-SR downconverter.
Here is what we found:

1) At 3.7 GHz, the bulk-gain of the downconverterwas 11.68 dB
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while the noise temperature/figure was 25.00 dB;
2) At 3.95 GHz, the bulk-gain was 'l0.99 dB while the noise temp

was 25.99 dB;
3l At 4.2 GHz, the bulk-gain was 9.8 dB and the noise tempera-

ture was 27.08 dB.
Now, our test opportunity was with a single, stock receiver

obtained through normal distributor channels. There is always the
danger that the unit obtained in this manner will not be representa-
tive of the bulk ol the units in the distribution chain. We therefore
caution dealer-readers that while our measurements are 'solid,'

there may well be better (or worse) units in the lield.

NOISE FIGURE test for the downconverter performed on a Hew'
lett Packard 8970A test set revealed we were in the 26 dB region
with around 11 dB of downconverter gain.

For the less{han-fully-experienced, what do the above noise and
gain figures mean? Using competitive downconverters as a model, we
find that the normal range for downconverters is 15 to 18 dB noise
figure. An exceptionally good downconverter would have a noise
figure in the 12-13 dB region (see CSD for August and September
1 983). Higher noise f igures are not uncommon, but they do make f ield
instal lat ions desirous ol producing high quali ty, sparkl ie and grain free
video, more dif f icult  ( i f  not impossible).

In the gain department, you should have sufficient raw voltage
gain to drive the output (70 MHz) signal through the coaxial cable l ine
to the indoor demodulator. A typical number fal ls in the 15 to 20 dB
regron.

The downconverter design is the key here to good performance.
As the photos here show, there is nothing exotic about the down-
converter (if you are familiar with downconverter design, you will
quickly recognize al l  of the basic elements here).

Beyond the video, there is the usual concern about how well the
audio section performs 'at the extremes.' The manual tells us that the
narrow band selective position is for a 200 kHz bandwidth while the
wideband is for 400 kHz. This covers most of the normalized transpon-
ders but falls far short of the extra wide deviations Jound on The
Nashville Network, for example (800 kHz), and the extra narrow
deviations found hidden inside of the WTBS (F3R, TRO) baseband
signal (down to 35 kHz in the extreme examples).

The audio section of the STS MBS-SR is good, but it (like many
others married to the 200/400 kHz 'positions') cannot handle the
extremes. On the extra wide deviations you sufler a tinny-sounding
chatter on hot musical chords. On the extremely narrow deviations,
the 200 kHz bandwidth manages to capture not only the desired audio
channel (at a reduced audio level since the discriminator is only being
'tickled' by the narrow deviation) but also 'chatter' from other, close-

SATELLITE DICEST

4 GHz Input/ 70 MHz output sides of the downconverter are pretty
straightforward in design. Perhaps our unit was not factory-
typical.

spaced (narrow deviation) carriers. The sound you hear is marred by a
oeriodic'clunk-clunk' as the adiacent close sgaced channels hit  their
own modulat ion peaks.

SYNOPSTS
The STS MBS-SR receiver comes from a Jaoanese manufacturer

who has an excellent technology base for mass production of units.
The production qualt i ies are superb and the assembly wil l  del ight
dealers who are t ired of hassl ing through layer upon layer ol parts to
get to a suspected resistor.

It is possible that the package we obtained for test through normal
distribution channels is not representative of the typical perlormance
ofthe units. However, an inspection ofthe apparent design phi losophy
(through reverse engineering) suggests that perhaps the engineering
concentration has been placed on reducing parts count, optimizing
remote control lunctions and making the system 'user friendly,' with
PERHAPS less than ful l  attention to the ult imate video and audio
performance.

Dealers are advised to do their own side by side comparisons
between this new receiver and others which they now handle. Pay
particular attention to the video quality looking closely at the picture
grain, the apparent receiver sensitivity, and the appearance of the
video in terms of f l icker and 'pumping' on large, bright, sol id colors.

lf you are presently handling the Luxor units, you can lorm
your own opinion as to whether or not the STS MBS-SR is a'functional equivalent '  to the Luxor units.

NOW
TWICE PER MONTH!DOUBLE COOP!
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DIGITAL DIVIDING/
RECEIVER OF THE

FUTURE?

CHANGES Are Coming
The format for today's satellite video receivers was established in

the 1975 era by a pair of commercial receiver suppliers; Scienti f ic
Atlanta, and, Microdyne. S-A took work previously done for Intelsat
commercial grade terminals and 'simpli f ied'the basic big-buck, high-
ly-self-redundant satellite video receiver into a new form which they
offered to the early cable TV satellite pioneers. Prices were high;
upwards of $7,500 for a receiver which by today's standards would run
a poor second to an Earth Terminals or USS/Maspro comparison.

Microdyne took a different approach. S-A experience was in the
double-conversion f ield and to get the 3.7-4.2 GHz satel l i te RF signals
down to the (standard) TOMHz lF region, S-A first down converted into
the 750 MHz region and then one more t ime down to the 70 MHz
region. Microdyne created a wonderfully complex 'tracking filtel sys-
tem which allowed them to down convert from 3.7-4.2 GHz straight
away to 70 MHz. This was before David Barker had figured out the
double-balanced, image-cancelling down converter which makes our
single conversion receivers of today practical. Without that image
cancellation in the mixer, Microdyne relied on an elaborate tracking
f i l ler in the front end (3.7-4.2 GHz region) which al lowed the receiver to
'single convert 'without images. This was also expensive technology
and you began to play in the Microdyne bal lgame when you anted up
$7,000 plus per receiver.

H. Paul Shuch and Taylor Howard made the first significant
contribution to receiver pricing when they took what was basically the
S-A design and 'cheapened' it. S-A could not be expected to trim costs
in a receiver; somebody bent on turning out an S-A'work-al ike'could
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do so. Howard's much publicized dual conversion receiver, f inal ly
brought to the marketplace by ICM and others in early 1980, was the
best of his own work, the best of Robert Coleman's work, and the tail
end of the H. Paul Shuch work.

But it was still a dual conversion (or, two separate conversions
between 3.7 GHz and 70 MHz) receiver and while that t ime honored
approach still (today) offers a quality approach to receiver design, it
was not the most cost etfective method available.

/ , \
I  o o " t

I N P U T

BASIC (SHUCH)'HOWARO.COLEMAN RECEIVER

(TYPtCALL
25

MHz)

COMPOSITE RECEIVER WAS
BY-PRODUCT OF MULTIPLE
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(SEE CSD ANTHOLOGY.
VOLUMES 1 and 2.

A U D I O

OUT

VIDEO

(clRcA 1980)

LOW
LOCAL

OSCILLATOR 70 MHz
I F

FILTER

A U D I O
S U B C A R R I E R
D E M O D

OUT



Receiver pioneer David Barker made the next significant con-
tr ibution to receiver technology when, in June of 1980, he published in
CSD his design for an ' image cancell ing/double balanced mixer. '
Barker had been troubled with the Microdyne approach to single
conversion; he didn't see highly costly microwave tracking filters
operating in the 3.7-4.2 GHz range as 'cost effect ive. '  He also didn't
l ike the concept that you had to bui ld an ' intermediate/ lF' in the 1200
MHz region just as a stepping stone from 3.7 GHz to 70 MHz. He
knew, from work in similar f ields, that another approach was possible.

He was the first to perfect and show the image cancelling system. lt
worked so well that he promptly went into an arrangement with KLM,
which endures unti l  this day. The Barker circuit  and the KLM manufac-
turing and marketing expertise promptly established the KLM receiver
as one of the industry's success stories.

What Barker did was to eliminate an entire segment of a typical
receiver; that 'high lF' conversion plus gain block which sat squarely
between the microwave band (3.7-4.2GHz) and the normal 70 MHz lF
(band). By one bold step, he was able to el iminate approximately 1/3rd
of the receiver's total cost and perhaps 50o/o of the hard to find parts

SATELLITE DICEST

which slowed down receiver production. Since the introduction and
proving ol the Barker circuit, virtually every receiver subsequently
designed has relied to some extenl on Barker's work. You can sepa-
rate those that continue to fol low their own ways on a single hand; they
are those receivers which continue to offer 'dual conversion'circuitry.

And that was in June of 1 980; nearly four years ago. The only real ly
substantial receiver innovation in the intervening years came from
Keith Anderson of Anderson Scientific in South Dakota; Anderson

designed and proved the low-cost block down conversion technique
which, l ike the original Barker circuit ,  subsequently spawned a dozen
or so imitat ions.

PACED By Microwave Parts
With the possible exception of Anderson, virtual ly al l  TVRO receiv-

er creativity to date has been paced by the availability of raw micro-
wave parts. In other words, il the microwave transistor and diode (et
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al) people have not been creating new approaches to basic micro-
wave parts, there is only so much a system design engineer (such as
Barker) can do to create new systems.

And with the refinements to Barker's 1980 initial work in the interim
years, jusl about everything that could be done has been done.

However, while we have been refining our art, others have been
refining their own art. And there are some very exciting new micro-
wave parts just ahead which could have a profound effect on the
TVRO receivers of perhaps 1 985 and beyond. Let's see what this is all
about.

Until now, all satellite video receivers have been designed around
one premise; the 4 GHz region microwave signals must be down
converted to a lower frequency; the standard 70 MHz 'lF' for exam-
ple. Once the SHF microwave signals are converted in frequency to
70 MHz, then standard, well known and well understood 'VHF'tech-

nology could take over to amplify, filter, process and demodulate
those signals.

To frequency convert the signals from 4 GHz to 70 MHz requires at
least one highly stable (local) oscillator, lunctioning itself in the 4 GHz
region, and at least one low-loss, high performance'mixer. 'Th e 4GHz
signals become 70 MHz signals by flowing into the 'mixer' where they
meet up with the signal created by the (local) oscillator. Inside of the
mixer the 4 GHz region signals from the satellite 'beat against' the
(local) oscillator signal and from this 'beating together' a new set of
frequencies are created. One of those new frequencies is 70 MHz
and i t  is this 70 MHz (lF) signal which we then send through cable from
the down converter to the indoor demodulator.

A significant portion of the cost in a modern TVRO receiver found
in the actual down converter (which houses the local oscillator and
mixer) and an even more significant portion of the performance is
established here.

"Mixing" and "beating" signals together has been fundamental to
receivers since the dawning of receiver systems. The first'Super-Het'
(AM) radio receivers introduced the art of 'conversion' of frequencies
and virtually all receivers of all types have followed that approach to
system design in the intervening 60 years or so.

Our TVRO industry is unique; nobody else in the 'receiver busi-
ness' actually attempts to frequency convert so many signals, one at a
t ime, f  rom such a high trequency to such a low (lF) f  requency. Nobody
else in the receiver business is working with FM (frequency mod-
ulated) signals which are 30 to 36 MHz'wide. 'We, l ike i t  or not, have
some unusual and quite uncommon design specifications to follow.

VERY'Fast '  Division
While we have been refining our art, some people in a totally

unrelated field have been creating 'faster switches.' On the surface,
their 'fast switches' might not seem very important to us.

For some time, the amount of information which a comourer can
process has been partially limited by how many times per second the
circuits inside of the computer can 'switch' on and off. Recall that a
computer functions because it can 'switch' and 'counl' data submitted
lo it at a very rapid rate. Computer lC devices have been measured for
some years by an 'equivalent operating frequency'; in other words,
computer people have been measuring the speed of a switching
circuit by relating that speed to some frequency in the radio spec-
trum. A computer lC that is capable of switching at the equivalent
frequency of 200 MHz (200 megahertz) is pretty fast; or at least it was.
It can handle twice as much data (or more) than a computer lC which
has an equivalent frequency of 100 MHz. Since the world of compu!
ers is paced by 'speed' and the amount of data which can be assimi-
lated, compared and 'routed' internally within the computer is a func-
tion of the speed of the switching, there has been ongoing interest in
creating 'really fast' computer lC devices.

Some of us have been exposed to' fast switching speeds' in other
areas; frequency counters, for example. A frequency counter tells you
what operating frequency a tlrvo-way radio (for example) is on. lf you
are charged with the responsibility of adjusting a radio so that it is
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FUTURE RECEIVERS/continued lrom page 15.

operating precisely on a particular frequency, you use a 'frequency

counter ' to tweek the radio's osci l lator circuit  to the precise frequency
desired. A frequency counter uses a ' last lC' device to 'sample' the
signal from the transmitter and then read out that frequency for you on
a digital display.

Many of the modern frequency counters employ either a bui l t- in or'outboard' circuit  cal led a 'pre-scaler. '  This circuit  has a very fast
computer type of lC inside which electronical ly divides the input
signal from the transmitter by some pre-set amount. l t  can divide the
frequency by 2 or 4 or I  or 10 or virtual ly any number the designer
wishes. Why would frequency counters use pre-scalers? For the
same reason we use down converters; to get a very high frequency
signal down to a much lower frequency signal where more accurate
electronic circuits can be employed for the actual counting process.

The art of pre-scalers and divide-by circuits has bumped along
with a maximum upper frequency l imit in the vicinity ol 1 .211 .5 GHztor
a couple oJ years now. But that was before the people who turn out
Gallium Arsenide Field Effect Transistors (GaAs-FETs) got interest€d
in the problem. D

You probably remember that before there were GaAs-FET tra'ftbis-
tors for our LNAs, the very best we could do with LNA noise tempera-
ture was in the 300 to 350 degree Kelvin region. You can f igure out, i f
you did not know this, that when our very best LNAs were 300
degrees, we didn't run around looking at Johnny Carson on ten loot
dishes; they were typically 30 feet in size in those days and not likely
to get much smaller unless we got better LNAS.

GaAs-FET LNAs came along just when we needed them; about
1976 to be exact, and by 1979 or so they were real ly making l i fe better
for us. The GaAs-FET device is a wonder of modern science; bringing
us low noise and high gain in a single package.

And now we have GaAs-lCs; or, Gall ium Arsenide Integrated
Circuits.

The f irst of the GaAs-lC devices are just now coming out of lC
production plants. They have some amazing 'speed.'The HMD-1 1 1 1-
1 is a 1.5 GHz rated'4-bit  universal shif t  registef while the HMD-
1 1016-1 is a 2.0 GHz rated divide-by two/four or eight binary counter.
Far' faster 'devices, operational to nearly 10,000 MHz (10 GHz) are
due out soon.

Now, how might this impact on home TVRO systems?
The f irst devices are being gobbled up by people who design and

build highly sophist icated mil i tary microwave communications equip-
ment. Entire sub-systems (example: mixers, ampli f iers, f i l ters) are
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"HIGH-SPEED" DIVIDE-BY GaAs- lCs  DO PRECISE
D I V I S I O N  O F  I N P U T  F R E Q U E N C Y

400 MHz

3.700t
3.740 GHz

370 TO
374 MHz

I  I  r r L v v ^ L L r r  I

THE OPERATING FREQUENCY AND.  MODULATION
BANDWIDTH ARE SIMULTANEOUSLY. .COMPRESSED' '  TO A LOWER FREQUENCY AND
BANDWIDTH.

DIV IDE BY
1 0

. .PRE.SCALER' '

being replaced by GaAs-lCs which occupy only 1.78 x 2.03 mm (a
mm/mil l imeter is 0.03937 of an inch; 1.78 x 2.03 mm is equal to a
space 0,07" x 0.08"). The printed number 10, here, which you have
just read, is in actual size just about the same size as the ful l  GaAs-lC
which may well  be the down converter in your future!

Remember the frequency counters and pre-scalers? Well ,  a very
fast GaAs-lC wil l  not only be very small ,  but i f  i t  was 'programmed'to

divide by 10, for example, i t  would 'shif t '  (not convert) lhe 3.7 lo 4.2
GHz frequency range down to 370-420 MHz. l l  you are as fast as that
'shif t '  you are already wondering what happened to those 40 MHz
wide frequency modulated transponders in the 3.7 to 4.2 region when
they were divided by ten and they ended up spaced in the 370 to 420
MHz region!Yup, their modulat ion products also justdivided byten as
well ;a 36 MHz wide transponder at 4 GHz just became a 3.6 MHz wide
transponder at 400 MHz. ls that good? Not necessari ly. ls that bad?
Also, not necessari ly; simply chal lenging!

lf the entire down converter can be made the size of 10 as
printed here, except we then call them 'down shifters' rather than

WILL TVRO RECEVIER OF FUTURE ELIMINATE DOWN CONVERTER AND 70 MHz lF?

4  G H z
370t
420 MHz
" t  F "

I F / V I D E O  I N F O R M A T I O N
. . B A N D W I D T H ' '  W O U L D  B E
ESTABLISHED BY "X8 ' '  (ETC. )
EXPANDER

A U D I O

OUT

VIDEO
OUT

A U D I O
S U B C A R R I E R

0-4  MHz
OUTPUT
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created by the lF lilters is simply lost; not used
B) In our divide-by technology, the entire 36 MHz of energy {3 6

MHz wide in our example) can be re-expanded lo 7 2 (X2)'

18.0 (X5) or virtual ly any number you wish which is compatible
with the original divided-by-width. This suggests that al l  of the

original energy can be kept intact and receiver video quality

willno longei suffer because a receiver designer is forced to
throw-away some (significant) portion of the original informa-
tion to achieve a certain bandwidth and signal to noise ratio'

The TVRO receiver of the future, as soon as late 1 985, may indeed

have no down converter and no 70 MHz lF strip! Major portions of the
receiver could well end up being on a pair of GaAs-lC devices; one
located with the LNA and the other located inside in a postage-stamp

size demodulator container.
The new GaAs-lC devices now being supplied are coming primari-

ly from Harris Microwave Semiconductor, Inc. (1530 McCarthy
AVd., Uitpitas, Ca.95035; Mr. Bruce Hoflman). As with any brand new

technology, there is intense etfort being put forth to create circuitry for

as many-new applications as possible' in the shortest possible period

ol time. TVRO use of the new technology has not yet been consid-
ered,

Addit ional ly, the f irst of the GaAs-lC devices are but the t ip of the
iceberg {or an entire new family of microwave parts' Like the first

GaAs-FEt transistor units, they are not nearly 'as good' as later
generation parts will be. 'Speeds,' sensitivity, the ability to match the

ievices to 50 ohm loads is all ahead yet. The next twenty lour months
promises to be extremely exciting in the receiver design area and

once we get'there' we wiil wonder how we ever managed to function
at all with the old fashioned receivers in use today!

'down converters,' obviously there are some very interestlng new

changes in store. But size is only a minor part of the change comlng'

R"ecall that our present day down converters require a frequency

|nir" i"nO " t i"quency osci l laior to create the'mix'or beatthat 'shif ts '

ine + CH. t i" to*aveirequency to our 70 MHz'lF 'The new divide-by

C"l"lCl""nnology hold! out inother possibility; massive shifting of

tne tutt nanO to a iuch lower frequency without the use of conven-

tional (local) oscillators or mixers. Rather than mixing, we might end

up simply 'dividing' the frequencies to a far lower (lF) number'
' 

Midhi is the operative word here since in the division process not

onty iJine-trequency itsell divided, but the modulation inJormation

nandwidtn is also proportionally'divided'' or reduced, to a new' lower

number. l f  the lrequency divides by ten ( i 'e '  4'000:400) then the

roJur"t ion pteseni at 4;000 MHz also divides by 10 ( i  e 36:3'6) '

This suggests that once the TVRO trequency range is 'pre-scale/

divided'-tie receiver designer will need to 're-expand' the single 3 6

VHz 'wide' (after divisionl channel back to a number which approxi-

mates the original (36 MHz; bandwidth'
Because t"he system is bordering on being 'digital' at this point' a

number ol new possibilities emerge. For example: . .- 
A; Conu"ntional receiver lF bandwidths are established by filters

' 
ln tfre zO MHz lF system. Within the 70 MHz range' all 32 to 36

MHz of uplink trahsmitted energy is present' When the re-

ceiver designer sits down today to create a bandwidth 
'reduc-

tion' systeri, he installs f ilters in the receiver lF to pass whatev-

e, poriion of the received energy as he wishes to process' For

eximple, while the incoming energymaybe.32 MHz'wide" the

receiver lF' f i l ter 'selected may only be 22 MHz wide Al l  of the

received energy/inlormation outside ol the 22 MHz 'window'

DISH
IT OUT! ON THE TABLE: 'Mesh vs. Solid Antennas'

�TIC OPPONTUNITY TO SPEAT OUT ON ISSUES FACING OUR INDTJSTRY TODAY'

Writ ing in the June 1st issue of CSD, David Brough of Comman-

der Satei i i te Systems (Mississauga, Ontario, Canada) pondered

whether the recent 'wind testing' of mesh antennas was really telling

us everything we needed to know about their ablity to standup in a

windy enviroiment. Aware that Brough's letter was likely to tickle

some addit ional controversy, we asked our part icipants in the'Dish l t

Out'  program to put their minds and experience on the l ine and give us

their ' imfiressions ol just what happens to a mesh surfaced dish

antenna when the wind blows.
At the same t ime we were doing this, we commissioned a pair of

research institutions to prepare their own analysis of mesh surface

antenna nrodels. The research studies will be another 90 days or so in

the making, and when they are avai lable, and published here in CSD

or CSD/2,-we hope to put io rest all of the 'unknowns'we now face in

this area. For now, here are the comments received by CSD/2 and you

can see how they compare with your own 'bias' in this particularly

controversial area of our industry.

"Wind loading on a screen dish is an equation that can be quickly

tigured out with the speed of wind, mesh construction and size, and

af,erture of the dish as known quantities. When the wind passes

through an orifice in a given surface, a vortex occurs' This is basic
physiis which all of the screen dish manufacturers refuse to believe

DAVID R. MCGLASKEY
INTERSAT

and insist upon ignoring. This type oJ dish cannot support a sudden
gust of wind and ihe result of a sudden gust is what we saw at the STTI
ihow in Las Vegas. The antenna display became a junkyard within

seconds and fortunately no one was hurt. All of us in the industry are
still looking for a way which will allow us to defy the 'laws of God and
physics. '  Good luck to those who continue. this quest."

"One of the advert ised 'strong points'  lor the mesh design antenna
is its ability to stand up to strong winds better than solid antennas' The
Las Vegas episode at the STTI show seems to refute that claimed
ability. We ai Kaul-Tronics have repeatedly looked into the use of

mesh antennas in the midwest and have repeatedly come to the
conclusion such antennas would have difficulty carrying our neavy

JOHN KAUL
KAUL-TRONICS, Inc.
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snow loads. True, mesh permits more air to pass thiu but they are
simply not as strong as sol id dishes. Oftentimes, during a drive
through the countryside, I  have seen two, three or more mobile
satellite antennas being towed by dealers on trips. I have yet to see a
mobile mesh antenna! This leads me to bel ieve that the mesh might
not stand up to the wind load while being towed. Mesh certainly does
have the feature of better blending into the background (than a solid
antenna), but, a mesh antenna must certainly have to be a bigger
aperture to del iver the same picture qual i ty as a high quali ty sol id
surfaced antenna. And as far as 12 GHz reception is concerned, I
would have my doubts about the ability of mesh to function properly at
the Ku band frequencies; a combination of the inevitable 'hole size, '
and, the surface accuracy required.

" l  suggest that the dealer simply inspect, closely, the mesh sieve
that is instal led in your wife's ki tchen laucet. l f  you take that same
sieve and place i t  in f  ront of a (powerful) f i re hose, I  am sure that you
wil l  f ind that when the velocity and pressure increases on the sieve,

GUS WIRTH, Jr.
Draco Laboratories. Inc.

the mesh turns into a virtual ly sol id surface. The physics ol water and
air are identical,  both react to ' f luid mechanics. '  And that should
answer the question of what happened at the STTI Las Vegas show!".

" l  feel that the reason many of the mesh antennas 'went over'
during the STTI Las Vegas show is because many designers treat
such antennas as i f  they have 'zero wind loading. '  I 'm certain that
while the guys with the sol id dishes at Vegas were losing sleep'worrying' about the winds, the guys with the mesh antennas were
lul led into a false sense of security and were sleeping l ike babiesl l f
you careful ly read the mesh antenna ' l i terature, '  

Vou must come to the

FIELD REPRESENTATIVE
Unlimited Opportunity

Intersat Corp.,  the innovators in
satell i te communications is looking
for an individual with experience in
t h e  T V R O  i n d u s t r y .  I n d i v i d u a l
should have sales abil ity, a neat
appearance, and be a self-starter.
1st  year  income should exceed
$75,000. - Extensive travel.

Send resume to: Intelsat Corp.
ATTN: Michael Pecoroni
1000 Lake Saint Louis Blvd.
Suite 300
Lake Saint Louis. MO 63367

JOHN ZELENKA
Star Video Systems

conclusion that mesh anlennas can forget about the wind. Pity. Now
we see people who are supposed to be dealers out there taking al l
sorts of instal lat ion l ibert ies with mesh antennas, because they too
have been sucked into bel ieving that mesh anlennas have'zero wrnd
load. '  I  know of at least one mesh antenna here in the New York City
area that f lew off of a rool because a part of the mount, welded, busted
under the wind pressure, The antenna was instal led on a roof adjacent
to the waterfront and even a casual inspection of the site would
suggest that this was, indeed, a windy location. I  think any dealer
instal l ing any antenna, mesh or otherwise, should treat every instal la-
t ion as i f  the wind might blow (i t  wi l l ,  sometime, in every location!) and
instal l  the antenna as i f  their very own l i fe depended upon the r igidity
and strength of that instal lat ion. Because, sure enough, i f  the dish
busts loose, somebody's l i fe may well  be at stake! Remember, the
breeze may not be whispering 'Louise' but shouting 'Lawsuit ' !"

" l  have long suspected that mesh has a (far) higher drag coeff i-
cient than is popularly assumed. Some observations:' l )  One only has to hold a windowscreen broadside to a healthy

spring wind to appreciate lhe air-arresting quali t ies of mesh.
2) ln 1977, I  tower-mounted a proto-type 12-foot UHF tropo-

scatter dish that was covered with a 1" by 2" woven wire
' surface. Recently I  unlocked the revolving azimuth section ol

the tower and found that the l70 pound dish would rapidly
change direct ion when the wind's direct ion changed. The mesh
or woven wire fabric was 14 gauge and the surface was but 9yo'f i l led. '  Even after the backing plate and r ibs were accounted
for, the surface was bul 35% 'f i l led. '

3) A leading manufacturer of microwave grid dishes for point-to-
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point repeater systems quotes abo-ut 40% windloading for a

model that is at most only '20olo tilled,' even when all of the

heavy duty back bracing is accounted for'..

So when somebody says that the wind velocity.coming out.the

backside of a dish almost equals the 'input velocity,' what exactly does

that prove?' - 
{nV nrio, gaseous or liquid' that flows through a mesh screen will

accelerate as-it flows between the strands of the mesh' And then it will

ioim ,eooies' on the backside of the strands. That is an operational

definition of 'drag.'

Now as to wh!'some' mesh dishes at the STTI show in Las Vegas

took a beating, and others did not, could be attributed to any number of

things. I can only suggest some possibilities:
1) Careless assembly;
2i The parabolic framework was structurally insufticient;

3) The mount was structurally insufficient; .,
Ai fne mesn fasteners were insufficient in strength or in number'

fhetei. no reason why a mesh dish cannot be built to survive 100

MPH (;O PSF), let alone the 50 MPH (10 PSF) windloads' lt would be

an interesting itotal antenna design exercise,' especially for apertures

ranging from 14 to 50 leet in size."

ln our June'Dish lt Out'questions, we also asked Advisors how

they feel the present 12 GHz DBS efforts from USCI might be better

directed. The evidence suggests strongly the USCI may be facing

severe linancial problems with their service and we were concerneo

th;aih" tiiture dt the early 12 GHz DBS program might ultimately

rellect badly on the growth opportunities for firms in the 4 GHz (DBS)

field. Some selected responses follow.
"Judging the success (or lack thereof) ot the Radio Shack/Pruden-

tiayeenJraitnstrument IUSC|; tiasco, DBS is far from the imminent

threat that was 'feared' by most C-band suppliers a short time ago'

The basic shortcoming of the USCI venture thus far appears to be-

marketing. They have been trying to sell ice to Eskimos' The thrust of

tneir maiXeting has been OiiecteO at the heavily populated urban

areas, much oj which already receives 12 to 40 channels from their

local, friendly, cable operator (or plenty of off-air service) So why

woutO a guy ivno's paying $25 to $40 a month lor cable and receiving

uo to 40ihannels want to pay essentially the same amount ol money
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JIM K. VINES
PARAFRAME

JOSEPH IOZZ'
Sync Satellite SYstems

to get five channels? | think the USCI DBS service will have better luck

oui in the boondocks, if and when they start directing their marketing

that way. But, that alone will not solve the major problem; which is that

C-band offers 80 + channels while (USCI) DBS otfers but five'
The feedback lget from most consumers is that they would rather

pay a little extra fo-r additional programming available (only) on C-

band. There is also a pride-ot-ownership syndrome that is bigger than

most marketing experts are aware of . Lastly,'nobody likes a monthly
payment that wi l l  NEVER be paid in lul l l .' ' 

I feel that for 12 GHz to be successful in the consumer arena, the

fee cannot exceed $1 5 per month and $295 should be the top price for

the equipment. The biggest impact on C-bandsuppliers' I feel, will

come noi lrom DBS, bulf rom who or how many of the C-band services

scramble. The recent proposal to Congress for a bill making it manda-

tory for such programmers to offer descramblers to consumers at a

ieasonaOte pii."-"u"n further enhances the marketibility of the C-

band equipment."
"When the 4 versus 12 GHz wars REALLY begin, the 4 GHz guys

need to be wearing white hats. We would be foolish to try to help them

straighten out their present mess!" (McClaskey).

SATELLITE DICEST

pte.
lf it was ditficult to get through the door to the maior entertainment

quvs, it is impossible t,o get through the door to these guys They.are

itrying to) market to privale homes themselves. Theywant that action'
' ' 

lt-is also amusing to me that they went with RCA to do their

installations, ignoringiotally the available pool of people and Jirms in

the C band br]siness who are already doing just that kind of work' I

h"u" no grudge; indeed, can I afford to hold a grudge? Smaller

antennas,-evei at C-band, are a technological fact oJ life which I would
prefer notto deny. I am not so entrenched in old habits that a new idea

seems bad because it somehow threatens my current position'

Five channels may well be 'enough' tor some people' but it is

certainly not the'last word' in what spage has.to otter' I look Jorward'

witn sorire anticipation, to the'next' DBS launch lrom the monied lolks

"t COUSRT. fney will surely'profit' from the USCI experience to date

"nJ oo ining. oiff6rently. C-tiahd is certainly not threatened by 12GHz

DBS; the Xlu band service is simply 'another beacon lighting up the

global village' (Zelenka)."

Readers with different views are invited to submit them to

CSD/2 Feedback, P.O. Box 100858, Fort Lauderdale, Fl' 33310'

CSD/2 has a growing list of industry advisors' who participate in

the 'Dish lt Out' [rograir. Each month we send out a pair of questions

roihose on our advisir-list and ask them to comment on one or both ol

the ouestions. From the answers received, we prepare this column

each month. lf you leel you would like the opportunity to participate in

the initial question-sequence, drop a note to Carol -Graba, CSD/2

ilagazlne, P.O. Box 100858, Fort Lauderdale, FL. 33310 and ask to

be idded to the 'Dish lt Out' Advisory Lisl!

FEED
)fAB

THIS MONTH: Responsibility/ Luxor vs. STS

In Feedback this month, instal l ing dealer Henri Guerin ol New

Mexico Satellite (Rt. 9, Box 86DD, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501 ;
505/982-5095) writes about the problems he has had getting warranty

repairs completed Jor STS delivered Luxor receivers. As most readers

"rb "*"r., Luxo, was initially introduced to North America by STS'

This past winter, STS and Luxor 'split' and Luxor is now marketing
'direit,' while STS has introduced a new receiver of their own (see

early-evaluation-review in this issue of CSD/2)' With the dissolu-

tion bf tre 'marriage' apparently has come a myriad of problems for

those dealers wno nad purchased STS-Luxor gear through distribu-
tors. Guerin writes about thal and the comments and observations he

makes are his and his alone. Other dealers with views on this subject
are invited to submit them to CSD/2 Feedback, P.O. Box 100858' Ft'

Lauderdale, Fl.  33310.
"Six months ago we purchased several Luxor receivers with STS

downconverters; about two dozen all told. We had the 'usual' 20%
instant mortality rate (dead out of the box)' And we returned these to

the distr ibutor which we purchased them from. There was no immedi-
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ate exchange so we had to wait for perhaps 8 weeks to get them
repaired and eventually returned. And out of that batch, we had some
that had to be returned a second time because thev were still not'r ight. '  Well ,  business as usuall

In the meantime we sold and installed those units that appeared to
work as they came out of the boxes. And, they began to'break. '  We
replaced them with inexpensive'loaner' receivers during the time we
were attempting to get the broken units repaired. As you might sus-
pect, the customer calls became as obsessive as 'Where ls Mv MTV!'
except they were asking 'Where ls My Luxor!'. They definitely had a
right to know what happened to their $3,500 plus. With the best
patience we could muster, we would explain there was 'some delay' in
the repair process and that we had taken the situation into considera-
tion and would 'work out some form of compensation.' lt often ended
up lhat we were forced, for our own good-will, to throw in a Luxor 9356
remote control 'for free'!

The real problem, meanwhile, was that Luxor and STS were
fighting it out in the courts and press, without any apparent real
concern lor the end customer. Or anybody in between. One month
ago we eventual ly ended up with t2 (out ot 24) ai l ing units; their
problems ranged from minor (but beyond our ability to repair) to
cri t ical.

First we had to identify the problem. Was it the receiver, or was it
the downconverter? We had to make absolutelv sure it was not the
LNA, not any cable, not a fitiing, not the antennjand so on. This was
good practice, took tens of hours, and of course was plentv of fun for
al l  concerned!

Out of the 12 ai l ing units, we eventual ly ended up with 6 that we
solved by swapping around amongst the downconverters and the
receivers. In other words, we found six receivers that would work with
six down converters; although not the original pairing in any of the
cases. Now is where Excedrin Headache Number 2 beoan.

We still had six of the STS/Luxor units. We were noi technically
equipped to repair them. We had certain technical abilities and the
experience to readiust certain things within the Luxor which needed

some occasional field help (lF, AGC, modulator, etc.). We also had
some basic experience with the STS downconverter problems (drift-
ing, lack of gain, when STS changed the LNA voltage fiom 18 votis DC
to |2volts DCand soon). Butwecould not getthe lastsixto'play. 'The
logical thing to do was to return them to the distributor

That meant a guaranteed 6 to B week delay. Surely, they had our
money for months now and we st i l l  could not ' turn'that money; there
had to be a Jaster way. How about STS? They, afterall, sold us the
units through the distributor. Or, how about Luxor? They made the
units and they were the ones who had a contract with STS.

We called STS first and were told to send the units through our
distributor. We argued that we would save time by sending them in
directly. Fine; they agreed to 'look at' the STS downconverters but
reJused to accept the Luxor receivers. 'We have nothing to do with
Luxor, any longer,' they told us.

We called Luxor/Magnum Microwave second. They told us to send
the units to one of their distributors who was close to us. We do not do
business with that distributor and told them we did not care to send
anything to them. They finally agreed to call us back.

The next day they did call back, and told us to go ahead and return
the problem units to them. They wanted the symptoms and the serial
numbers, which we gathered and returned to them the following day.
This t ime they told us there had been 'a misunderstanding. '  They
would accept the Luxor receivers with a Magnum downconverter; but
not with an STS downconverter. and, they said, 'we have nothing to
do with STS anymore.' I already knew that!

So who was going to service the faulty combination???

Luxor would not look at the package of equipment because they
did not manufacture the downconverter. STS was not going to look at
the package of equipment because they did not manufacture the
receiver!

From telephone call to call, with no '800 numbers' involved, we
managed to spend a lot of time, not a few dollars, and we were no
closer to a solulion than when we started. Others were calling as well;

WARNING!!! DEALERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
Counterfeit copies of Anderson Scientifics' model ST1O00 satellite receivers being

produced in Korea and being marketed in the United States and Canada based upo;
misrepresentations. The units have an appearance almost identical to the actual
ST1000's. These counterfeit receivers have very poor and very inconsistent quality.

The counterfeit receivers are being marketed by several different firms claiming to be
Master Distributors of Anderson Scientific, and variously claiming that Anderson Scien-
tific has been purchased by oriental firms. These claims are false!

To insure that you are purchasing a high quality unit, purchase your model ST1000's
directly from Anderson Scientific or associated authorized distributors listed in Anderson
Scientific advertising. lf you suspect you have purchased a counterfeit copy, or have
been contacted by a firm attempting to market a counterfeit copy, please contact Karl
Martin with Anderson Scientific at (605) 341-3781. Legal action is being taken to seek
legal redress against the unauthorized distribution and/or knowing possLssion of these
counterfeit receivers.

Help us to protect the quality reputation of American industry. Thank you very much
for your assistance and cooperation.

Mark Anderson, President
Anderson Scientific. Inc.
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our cuslomers. lt is a funny thing about people who have $3,500 and
up to spend on a TVRO system; they ALL seem to have good attor-
neys! And now we were hearing from their attorneys. Ooops.

But what was this; a ray of light at the end of the tunnel? Luxor was
now suggesting that we purchase a Magum downconverter. At a very
special price. And it that did not solve the problem, they would THEN
take the units back for repair. Alter we 'chucked' the STS downconver-
ters. I had to admit that was a pretty clever way to sell some more
downconverters. lt was probably even better than having somebody
at STS slam the telephone down on you.

As a dealer, it is my first priority to have a happy, satisfied,
customer. The pressure became so intense that I replaced two of the
Luxor/STS package systems with 'brand X' equipment. Now I have
two useless Luxor/STS packages sitting here, quite a lew dollars
sitting idle, and little hope of bailing out. But all is not lost. I now have
two very happy customers who even senl my wife tlowers on Mother's
Day this year!

But I still have four very unhappy customers who are tiring of the'loaner,'low-grade receivers they are using while awaiting the magic
repair of their Luxor/STS units.

What ever happened to quality control (a 20% infant mortality rate
is not unusual, heaven knows; but, why do we have to put up with
this!)? What ever happened to service-after-the-sale (sure, the Luxor/
STS situation is 'unique' but doesn't  anyone, either of these lwo f irms,
CARE that it will be a hot day in December before I ever consider
buying products form either one again!)? ls there total disregard for
the dealer, and the end-customer? | wonder.

I  doubt I  am the ONLY dealer in this 'catch22' oosit ion. lwould l ike
other dealers caught in a similar spot to communicate with me, direct-
ly. All such letters or telephone calls will be kept contidential. I believe
that a coalition of dealers/distributors caught in the middle on this one
could pressure these two OEMs to acl in a responsible fashion. Here
are some of my suggested solutions, if you are as concerned as I am
about keeping your reputation in your market area, or realizing your
own maximum growth:

1) A class action suit  could be brought against the OEMs men-
tioned, representing both dealers and customers affected;

2) There could be a recall of all units that fail to work, and a refund
for the dollars we have spent to place those units on our
shelves;

3) Failing the above lwo, an organized 'boycott' against all pro-
ducts manufactured by either firm.

Remember, without you, the dealer, the OEMs would not have
grown to their present strength. lt is time, I believe, to send them a
message that the whole industry would prof it from, rather than taking it
on the chin at the dealer level and subjecting ourselves to a tarnished
image. lf, atter this appears in CSD/2, I discover that nobody but me
cares, I suppose I can always go back to tending my garden!

r lenri  Guerin
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DBS in Canada is delayed and is presently ai l ing. Northstar
Home Theatre plans to act as the retailer for a package of signals
which would include pay television, educational services and special-
ty programming.

You wil l  recal l  that USCI went up on the Anik C2 satel l i te last
November. There have been a number of rumors circulat ing within the
industry concerning the viabi l i ty of the USCI service. Their problems
are mainly financial: high start up costs, high transponder costs, and
nol enough subscribers. The USCI founders/manaqement team have
left the venture, and the company has been seekin-g a major inJusion
of new capital.

Northstar's dilemma is a little different. Northstar would provide
encoders to each pay-tv company (First Choice Canadian and Super-
channel) which is operating on the Anik C3 satel l i te. The actual
transponder costs would be picked up by the pay-tv companies,
Northstar only provides the security for the signal, and marketing
assistance. Northstar would sell the pay{v services to subscribers,
remitting the appropriate fees through local satellite dealers, There
would also be monthly service charges.

Northstar 's subscribers would get a TVRO, including a receiver
with decoder. Subscribers would then get a package of encoded and

conventional signals.
The technology works well, so well, says Northstar's spokesman

Claude Lewis, that many people can use 1.5 or 1.2 metre dishes,
rather than the more costly 1.8 metre dishes which were previously
part of the package. That has brought the selling price down from
$1,500 (Canadian) to $1,395 (Canadian). The decoders have been
designed, the 'chips' are {air ly cheap, and, rel iable.

The problem? Signals. As we mentioned in the MaV 1st CSD, the
East Coast pay-tv service is in receivership. Several attempts have
been made to get it re-started, but to date, there are problems. The
East Coast is one of the major market areas for Northstar. Then,
rumors started to abound concerning the surviving pay{v companies:
First Choice and Superchannel. Merger rumors.

Along the way, Premier Choix French language pay{v merged
with its competitor TVEC. The service has used two soot beams to
reach all Canadian homes. The problem is that outside of euebec and
Ontario (the eastern spot beam), there are only a couple of hundred
subscribers to the French language services. A 1 2 GHz transponder is
a mighty expensive thing when your up-l ink costs are around
$100,000 per year, and you serve under '1 

,000 homes. Also, a 4 GHz
national beam covers the U.S., and costs $400,000 per year less.
Needless to say, the merged TVECi Premier Choix is looking to 4 GHz
as the more economical way of getting full national coverage, and
when their lease runs out for 12 GHz in August, you may see some
changes.

But, you' l l  note a common theme or a common thread running
through all of this. No matter how attractive the price ol the hardware
becomes, the real nitty gritty is the "software - the programming." At
under $1 ,000 (Canadian) wholesale, dealers may be able to sel l  DBS
equipment for your second tv set, or for your summer home, but i t  is
going to be an uphill battle. I wish Northstar a lot of luck, because they
will need a better programming package.

The new MUCHMUSIC and Labatts al l  sports channels have also
looked at 4 GHz since their programming is not t ime-sensit ive, and
they real ly need a ful l  national beam, not spot beams. Which leads us
to the question, how the heck do you sel l  "DBS" with one pay-tv
channel and maybe one educational channel? How do you sel l  a
$1 ,395 service (plus $100 instal lat ion fee), in a universe where 6 & 8
foot 4 GHz dishes are becoming the "norm" in Western Canada and a
drug store chain (London Drugs) sel ls complete systems for g1 ,995?

Also, the 12 GHz dish, as presently configured, doesn't move.
That means you can't  aim it  at NBC, or other services on 12 GHz.
Besides, the 12 GHz system might be incompatible with the next
generation of real DBS services, come 1986-87. There has been a lot
of talk concerning a new transmission standard, and the British have
been out talking about their MAC standard.

The other problem concerns SMATV. There has been a lot oJ
discussion over who can sell to the SMATV market: Northstar or the
pay tv company(s). At the moment, Northstar is being held at bay and
their investors are also watching USCI, which is "rumored" to be
instal l ing 6-7,000 units per month.

Mark L. Lewis

NEW PRODUCTS/contlnued from page 6

related 'art' which the dealer can simply 'clip' and use in preparing
newspaper advertising, fliers and other promotional materials. In-
cluded are drawings for mounls, feeds, dishes, receivers, special
headlines, artwork that suits TVRO ads and a host of advertisino-
related materials.

WESTERN WISCONSIN Satellite TV (Spring Vailey, Wisconsin
54767:7151778-5714) has created an interesting new tool which they
claim wil l  al low anyone to f ind TRUE NORTH within f ive minutes t ime.
The True-North Satellite Alignment Tool eliminates the need for a
compass, is designed to function with most dish designs, is lightweight
and portable. A patent is pending.

OUTDOOR RELATED EOUTPMENT
ADVANCED TECHNICAL DESIGNS (P.O. Box 740, cravette,

Arkansas 72736;5011787-6794) has an automatic antenna positioner
called the 'ATD Dialer 1.' The unit features a single-turn, continuously



variable dial for an 'unl imited' number of satel l i te posit ions. The
actuator uses a potentiometer screw gear tracking the dial itself Peel
off .  st ick on labels are provided for the control to identi fy the individual
satel l i te locations. With this system, there is 'no loss of satel l i te'
memory posit ions when power fai ls. The motor operates f rom 36 Volts
and there is an expanding, contracting boot over the tube assembly. lt
has been tested to 1300 pounds of thrust capacity. Pricing for small
dealer ouanti t ies is under $300.

BASIC SYSTEMS (1919 South 129 East Avenue, Tulsa, Oklaho-
ma 74108:918/437-7066) has announced a new l ine of 36 VDC
satellite antenna positioners. Model 2350 features an infrared remote
control while model 2300 is user-direct-accessed. Both units have 16
programmable satel l i te locations, programmed with front panel lo-
cated pots. The system uses a mechanical memory and is not affected
by power interruptions. Both models have electronic motor overload,
l imit switches and electronic program l imit protection The Acme
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CC16 connector security from CWY' Inc.
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AfiENTION OEMS/Distr ibutors: CSD/2, publ ished on the 15th of
each month, provides you with the opportunity to announce to the
worldwide TVRO dealer network recent addilions to your product line,
new services and changes in personnel. Please place Carol Graba
(CSD/2, P.O. Box 100858, Ft. Lauderdale, Fl.  33310) on your maii-
ing list to receive press/news releases and other Jorms of announce'
ments which you wish to share with the full industry Deadlines for
inclusion in the next issue are June 25th for the July 15th issue of
CSD/2. This publication is the mid-month companion to Coop's Satel-
l i te Digest (CSD) which has been issued on the 1st of each month
since October of 1979. CSD/2 is read by all of the CSD subscribers in
the USA, by selected dealers outside the USA, and, by the full 'Dealer

Membership' in SPACE, the international trade association of the
TVRO industry.

Screw type of drive has lower power consumption than competitive
systems. With a 24 inch actuator, 125 feet of cable, the 2300 system
nets to dealers tor $334.59 in 10-lots. The infrared control led version,
model 2350, adds $30 to the system cost in 1o-lots.

CWY ELECTRONICS (P.O. Box 489, Brazi l ,  Indiana 47834;1-
800-428-7595, or, 1 -800-382-751 6 in Indiana) has announced a new
model CC16 connector cover as an alternative to heat shrink tubing'
tape or other methods of securing outdoor connectors against the
ingress of moisture. The new cover is designed to f i t  RG-59 and RG'6
type cable connectors.

REGENCY ELECTRONICS, Inc. (7707 Records Street, Indiana-
ool is, Indiana 46226:3171545-4281) has added a 95 degree LNA to
iheir growing l ine of TVRO related products. The LNA-95 has a
minimum gain specif icat ion ol 47 dB. The suggested US resale ( i .e.

retai l)  price is $499.

PROGRAMMING SERVICES,
FANTASY UNRESTBICTEO NETWORK (F.U.N., through Space

Age Video Distr ibutors, 2902 Almaden Expressway, San Jose, Ca.
95125; 408/559-8812) was scheduled to begin routine subscriber
service on June 2nd on Westar 5, transponder 22. fhe service is
avai lable f ivehays per week and features X rated adult motion pic-
tures. The service is scrambled and according to Space Age orders for
decoder units are now being processed within ten working days. The
price for the descrgmbler is $1 25 while the ful l  year of programming
nets to the user for $150.00.

THE PLEASURE CHANNEL (1940 S.  Cotner  Avenue,  Los
Angeles, Ca. 90025; 800/448-31 51 ot 2131477-8045) was scheduled
to begin regular service on Westar V, transponder 1 1X at 1 1 :30 PM on
June 1st. The service is to provide'hot '  and 'soft-X' rated movies for
adults and wil l  program from 11 PM to 5 AM on weekdays and 1 1:30
PM to 5:30 AM on weekends. There is to be a pair of f i lms each night '
with a repeat (four feature-periods in al l)  in the middle of the transmls-
sion set. The decoder has a one-t ime cost of $350 while the annual fee
for the progtamming service is $100.

PERSONNEL
OAVE MULLENAX has been appointed President of International

Video Communications Corporation (North Lit t le Rock, Arkansas). He
has held the posit ion of Vice President since February of 1983. IVC is
a distributor of TVRO hardware systems and marketing programs tor
TVRO hardware.

TIM WRIGHT has joined Uniden Corporation of America Satel l i te
Technology Group as western regional sales manager. Wright was
formerly with the Intersat Corporation of St. Louis.

CALENDAR/ Through July 30th
JUN 15/17: SMATV/Private Cable workshop, sponsored by Burrul l

Communications, in Portland, Oregon. Contact 608/
873-4903.

JUN 19/21 : Jerrold MATV/CATV/SMATV Technical Seminar, Kan-
sas City. Contact Kathy Stangl, 2151674'4800.

JUN 20121: Trans-Atlantic Satellite Information Product Showcase
at the U.S. Embassy, London. Contact Larry Hannon at
904t237-6106.REGENCY LNA-95 at 47 dB of gain.
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JUN 2'1122: Understanding Telecommunications Technology For
Non-Engineers; covering cable and satellite concepts,
New York City. Contact 7031734-7050.

JUN 22124: SMATV/Private Cable workshop, sponsored by Burrull
Communications, in San Francisco. Contact 608/873-
4903.

JUN 28129: Terrestrial lnlerference Seminar, sponsored by Micro-
wave Filter Company, E. Syracuse, New York. Contact
Bill Bostick at 315/437-3953.

JUL 10/12: CABLE '84, London, England Wembley Conference
Center. Contacl2121398-1 1 77 (US) or 01 -868 4466 UK.

JUL 10112: Jerrold MATV/CATV/SMATV Technical Seminar, Wil-
liamsport, Pa. Contact Kathy Stangl, 2151674-4800.

JUL 20122: SMATV/Private Cable workshop, sponsored by Bunull
Communications, in Boston. Contact 608/873-4903.

JUL 30/31: Home Satellite TV Conference, Wisconsin Center, Uni-
versity of Wisconsin. Contact Heather Goldfoot at 608/
262-6512.

BIRD ACTIVITY UPDATE
96' W Telstar: Continued increased loading with CBS beginning
regular leeds to 25 on June 1st on TR2 initially; several additional CBS
transponders will be activated. ABC service (TR10 and 12) excellent
in Hawaii on good grade 12 footers.
12O"WspaceNet: Testing of this new hybrid (C and Ku) band bird
should be underway before 1 July. Primary users will be various
religious groups establishing'national' service and teleconferencing
nels.
132 W I Satcom 3R: Tests conducted south of the equator, on Tahiti
in the Pacific, reveals at least two transponders are usable on 30 foot
range anlennas. Details in CSD for July 1st.

JUST For Fun
For several months CSD/2 has been publishing industry 'bumper

stickers' from dealers (et al) who have 'graduated' to the bumper-
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sticker class of marketing.
Now it's time for some graduate-level stuff.
Dealer Henri Guerin of Santa Fe. New Mexico (see CSD/2 Feed-

back, this issue, page 24) contributes this drawing completed by his
son Cedric as a part of his school excercises. We'd guess Cedric is as
far as the 1 st grade, or perhaps still in Kindergarten. To really appreci-
ate this (the satellite dish is obviously having problems, tilted over
towards lhe ground!), you need to go back and read Guerin's letter on
page 24 here. Someplace in this system is an STS/Luxor down-
converter/receiver combination, we suspect.

Bumper stickers, or student art, for consideration in CSD/2's 'Just

For Fun' section should be addressed to CSD/2 Bumper Stickers.
P.O. Box 100858, Ft. Lauderdale. Fl.33310.
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DRACO IABORATORIES, INC.
'1005 Woshington Street
Grofton, Wisconsin 53024 U,S,A.

Phone: 414-377-0770
Telex: 26886

City, UT 80'1-278-287E.
Concorde, Ontorio 416669{366.
Chornev, Suebec 4'l 8-832.462'1.

DISTRIBUTORS: Delto Solell i le Corporolion, Cedorburq, WI4.l4-375-,1000, Nol' l  800.558.5582, Wisc.
800-242-2290. Solellil€ Video Seruices, Polenville. NY 518{78-9306. Von's lolol l€levi-
sion Cenler, Eugene, OR 503-342-1618. Solco U.S.A., New Philodelphio, OH, Nof i 800.362.8619, Ohio
800-362-678'1. Unifed Communicofions Supply, Tompo, FL 813-971-1648. Video [ink, Solt Loke

Cox Ent€rpris€s, Rockwood, TN 615-354-347'l Ground Conlrol,
Sol€ll i l€ Sysl€ms Lld., Burnoby, B.C. 604.430{040. Videosol Conodo !TEE,

Morgon Sololl i le Sysl€ms, Hughes Spring, TX 214439-75/i7.
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Ar-cdtrr Clarke in his study.
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l.;i Arthur C. Clarke lr,, with Davld Johnson of
111' . Paradlgm and the new 4.8 meter Paraclipse.
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